I. INTRODUCTION

I
MAGE quality in emission computed tomography (ECT) reconstruction comprising positron emission tomography (PET) or single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is measured by how well the reconstruction supports a task, such as lesion detection by human or model observers. A figure of merit (FOM) summarizing detection task performance could be used, for instance, to optimize the parameters of a reconstruction algorithm. Such FOMs can be obtained via human observer studies, but these quickly become impractical if many parameters are to be considered. One can substitute a model observer chosen to emulate human performance [1] and apply this observer to a test set of sample reconstructions. Even in this case, the computational requirements in generating a sufficient number of sample reconstructions can be daunting. A third alternative is to develop theoretical formulas that rely only on computable first-and second-order reconstruction statistics to rapidly compute the desired FOMs. In this paper, we focus on the third alternative. The key to using theoretical methods is to have available rapidly computable expressions for the reconstruction covariance and mean. For linear reconstructions such as filtered backprojection (FBP), these are easy to compute, and expressions have also been developed for expectation maximizationmaximum likelihood (EM-ML) [2] and MAP reconstructions [3] - [9] . Previous literature has used these theoretical tools to calculate FOMs for the case of signal known exactly/background known exactly (SKE/BKE) detection tasks. Such SKE/BKE FOMs have been developed for the Hotelling and nonprewhitening observers [10] as applied to FBP and MAP reconstructions, and for the CHO (channelized Hotelling) observer as applied to MAP reconstructions [11] , [8] , [12] .
The SKE/BKE case does not include a search task where the signal location is unknown. In [13] and [14] , the model was extended to include forms of signal and background variability, but not signal location variability. Human performance is affected by a search task; thus it is desirable to include signal location variability in our theoretical computations of an appropriate FOM. While the addition of a search task can affect absolute human performance, it often leaves relative performance unaffected, e.g., the rank order of a performance FOM versus some imaging parameter is preserved when search is added [15] . Our own interest is in the effect of the regularization parameter (i.e., the amount of smoothing) in an ECT MAP reconstruction on lesion detectability. Previous work with human [16] and model [8] observers for SPECT has shown an SKE/BKE FOM to be rather insensitive to regularization. It was suggested in [12] that the addition of a search mechanism may affect this insensitivity to regularization for ECT.
In our work, we are given a reconstruction method, a model observer, a fixed background, and a signal known except for location. Here, the model observer is one that presumably emulates human performance for the task at hand. Under this context, we show how to rapidly compute relevant FOMs. The problem of LROC FOM computation via model observers was addressed using sample methods by Gifford et al. in [17] and [18] . They also studied correlation with human performance. The fast theoretical methods proposed here were inspired by the work in [17] and [18] . To explain our methods, we first review the ROC and LROC curves.
II. ROC AND LROC CURVES
We consider model observers that compute a scalar observer response when applied to the reconstruction. The response is compared to a decision threshold and we decide signal present if and signal absent if . Let " " or "-" designate a signal present or absent in the reconstruction. We define as the response for signal present and for signal absent. The ROC curve is generated as a plot of the true-positive (TP) rate versus the false positive (FP) rate, where these are defined as and . The area under the resulting curve, , is a widely accepted measure of detectability. We shall make use of the common acronyms pdf and cdf to designate "probability density function" and "cumulative distribution function," respectively. If we denote as the cdf of and as the pdf and cdf of , then may be computed [19] as (1) The LROC curve is more subtle. The reconstructed images presented to the observer may either contain no signal or may have a signal present at any one of locations. As before, the observer computes a response and determines the presence or absence of a signal by comparison with a threshold . In addition to this, the observer also identifies a location where he deems the signal to be present. The abscissa of the LROC curve, the false-positive rate , is defined as before. The ordinate of the LROC curve is given by , the probability of detecting a signal when one is present and also of correctly localizing the signal. In Section III, we give expressions for . Fig. 1 shows examples of both the ROC curve and the LROC curve. The quantity is the probability of correct localization given that the observer always decides "signal-present" when the image indeed contains a signal. Just as is an FOM obtained from the ROC curve, the area under the LROC curve, , and are relevant FOMs for the detection task with signal location uncertainty.
III. THEORY FOR RAPID FOM COMPUTATION
A. Closed-Form Expressions for LROC FOMs
We will now obtain closed-form expressions for the LROC FOMs for the case when the observer's detection and localization strategy takes the form of a "max detector" explained subsequently. In the remainder of the paper, we shall use, when dealing with a continuous random variable , the notations and for the pdf and the cdf, respectively, where is the point at which or is evaluated. Note that , and are exceptions to this notational rule since they are not cdf's. Consider a location loc from a set of locations, where the signal may appear with probability Pr(loc). Also, define as the set of all locations in excluding loc. Define observer response to be the local observer response at location loc, and take the "global" observer response as . The location reported by the observer is the location where the maximum occurs. (This form of a max detector for is commonly used for detection tasks with location uncertainty. One could consider other forms, but the max detector formulation naturally fits in with our work.) Define as the observer response at loc for an image that contains no signal. Define as the local observer response at loc when the signal is located at . When , the quantity can be interpreted as the local observer response at the signal location. Also, we define as the global observer response for an image that contains no signal, and as the global observer response when there is a signal present and located at loc. It follows then that and that . Also, we will define , i.e., is the maximum of the local observer responses at all nonsignal locations when there is a signal present at loc. Then . We will make the following assumptions.
1)
We assume that for a given and , and have the same distributions. In other words, the distribution of a local observer response at a nonsignal location depends upon the location itself, but not upon whether there is a signal present elsewhere or whether there is no signal present.
2)
The random variables are assumed to be jointly independent. The random variables are also assumed to be jointly independent . It then follows that the random variables and are independent .
3)
We also assume that is large. This is discussed further hereafter. Define as the signal response, i.e., the response at any signal location. The signal response is not the same as . The latter term refers to a signal response at a specific location loc. The former term may correspond to any and hence it has the mixture pdf (2) That is, if one took an ensemble of signal-present images with signals located according to Pr(loc), and computed the histogram of local observer responses at the signal location, then the histogram (suitably normalized) would be given by . By Assumption 2 and using the fact that the cdf of the maximum of independent random variables is the product of the cdf's of each individual random variable, we get (3) By Assumptions 2 and 1 (4) Now, we define as the probability of correct detection and localization when the signal is present at location loc and the decision threshold is used. Note that to correctly detect and localize a signal, the response at the signal location must be greater than , and also greater than the maximum of the responses at all other locations. Therefore (5) Furthermore, since the random variables and are independent by Assumption 2, it follows that (6) Then, by averaging over location, becomes
To simplify this integral, we will make the approximation (8) We will assume that is large enough so that this approximation is fairly accurate when used to evaluate . (The test of this and other assumptions is supported by our final validation results in Section V.) Then from (7), (8), and (2)
By substituting in (9), we obtain (10) Using (9), we may obtain an expression for (11) which is the LROC analog to (1). Our observer model was inspired by work in [20] and [21] , though it differs in many respects. In [20] , it was assumed that all nonsignal local observer responses were independent and identically distributed, whereas our Assumption 2 assumes independence of all local observer responses, but does not assume that they are identically distributed. Our Assumption 1 does not assume that all responses at nonsignal locations are identically distributed and allows these nonsignal observer responses to be location dependent. However, the model in [21] is more general than ours and the conditions in [21] are satisfied with our assumptions. Equations (9)-(11) may be directly obtained using the results in [21] .
B. Using Reconstruction Statistics in LROC FOM Computation
Equations (10) and (11) are the FOMs we seek to rapidly evaluate. In what follows, we use additional assumptions along with our knowledge of reconstruction mean and covariance to derive efficient expressions for the terms and that appear in (10) and (11) .
Consider an -dim lexicographically ordered object vector , a (fixed) -dim background vector , and an -dim signal vector . Note that is known except for location and we use the symbol to denote the signal centered at location loc. We model image formation by a simple Poisson model Poisson , where is the system matrix whose element is proportional to the probability of receiving a count in detector bin that emanates from pixel , and is the data vector (sinogram) whose elements are . For a signal-present object, we may append subscripts to write and for a signal-absent object, . We append a carat superscript to quantities to denote their reconstructions so that is the reconstruction of the background and is the reconstruction of a signal-present object. We shall use the symbol as a notational convenience to denote either , or as needed. We denote the reconstruction covariance by the matrix and note that is approximately the same for both the signal-present and signal-absent cases. This approximation will be fairly accurate for a small signal and is commonly made in SKE/BKE studies [10] , [8] . We also append a bar superscript to indicate the relevant reconstruction averaged over data noise, so that e.g., is the mean signal-absent reconstruction. We shall make repeated use of the approximation that is well estimated by a noiseless reconstruction [3] . We define (12) Note that in the above definition for , we have deviated from our usual policy of using a carat to denote a reconstructed quantity. Due to the fact that the reconstruction operator may be nonlinear, no longer represents the mean reconstruction of itself, but rather the residual of signal-present and signal-absent mean reconstructions.
By assumption, we take our local observer to be the affine model observer , where is an -dim observer template and is a scalar, and as before, . The scalar is added to the familiar inner product for reasons that will later become clear. In the ensuing discussion, we will use the convenient definitions and . From our definitions in Section II, we get (13) (14) For the case of these affine local observers, we present some conditions under which the joint independence assumption (Assumption 2) in the previous section may hold. For all the local observer responses to be jointly independent, they need to be pairwise independent. If the local covariance of (about location loc) and the template have low amplitude tails, we may argue that and are independent if loc1 and loc2 are further apart than the signal width.
We make a second assumption that is normally distributed as . This normality assumption holds exactly or approximately in many cases of interest. The local observer has a mathematical form similar to observers for SKE/BKE detection tasks, which are commonly found to be normally distributed [19] . With these assumptions, (3) becomes (15) Here, denotes the cdf of the standard normal random variable. Using (13), we obtain (16) We may claim that is also normally distributed as . Using (14) and (12), we obtain (17) Using (2) and our normality assumption, we may write (18) where denotes the standard normal pdf.
Thus, our goal, to evaluate (10) and (11) by numerical one-dimensional (1-D) integration, is attainable if we can compute the quantities and . These four quantities depend on the choice of observer . We now consider a few common local observers. Each of the template expressions in (19)- (22) makes use of the definition in (12) . The local nonprewhitening (NPW) observer corresponds to (19) The local Hotelling (HO) observer corresponds to (20) Psychophysical studies [22] indicate that the human visual system processes the retinal image by a feature reduction step in which the image (here ) is operated on by a series of bandpass channels to form features. Define as an matrix of the channels. The subscript loc indicates that the channels have been centered at loc. Channelized versions of the local NPW and HO observers are given by (21) (22) respectively.
We have defined the templates , but not the offset term . Here, we assume that accounts for background subtraction, as recommended in [17] , and is given by . In this case, , showing the local observer to operate on a background subtracted image. The need for background subtraction becomes evident if we consider a signal present in a cold region of the object. The max detector will yield a much higher response in a hot region of the object (where there is no signal) unless some form of background subtraction is included.
The means and variances in (16) and (17) may be restated using the particular forms for our four observers given in (19)- (22) . From (16), our form of background subtraction implies that for all four local observers. For the NPW observer, we combine (19) and (16) and (17) to get (23) For the HO observer, we combine (20) and (16) and (17) to get (24) For the CNPW observer, we combine (21) and (16) and (17) to get (25) For the CHO observer, we combine (22) and (16) and (17) to get (26) Note that in all the above expressions, drops out, and only and need be considered.
IV. FAST LROC FOMS FOR MAP RECONSTRUCTION
Our theory so far will apply to any scenario in which and can be rapidly calculated. We still need to specify a particular reconstruction algorithm. We are interested in MAP reconstructions given by , where is a Poisson log-likelihood and is a smoothing regularizer with weight . We will assume a quadratic regularizer, given by . The term is a local neighborhood about . The weights are symmetrical and positive. For a two-dimensional (2-D) problem, a typical neighborhood comprises the eight nearest neighbors of . The neighborhood structure is typically invariant with position (except for edge effects), so that is an (approximate) doubly block circulant matrix [4] .
For this class of reconstruction algorithms, it turns out [3] that is approximated by (27) where denotes the Fisher information matrix, given by . The other quantity we need is , which may be approximated using an expression for the local impulse response [23] . The local impulse response due to , a point source at location , is given by (28) Then, for the small compact signal , our approximation is given by (29) The matrices and are formidably large and calculation of the inverses in (27) and (29) appears intractable. However, in some cases [5] , we can use the fact that doubly block circulant matrices may be diagonalized by a 2-D discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to obtain efficient expressions for (27) and (29). The matrix is doubly block circulant as mentioned previously. For a space-invariant imaging system, the quantity , equivalent to a projection followed by backprojection of a point source, yields a point response independent of . For such a system, is also doubly block circulant. In this case, it can be shown [5] that (29) can be approximated as (30) Here, denotes the 2-D DFT. The vector comprises the eigenvalues of , and the vector comprises the eigenvalues of . The quantity is calculated according to the formula:
. It turns out [5] that (27) may be similarly approximated as (31) For a detailed discussion of the quantities , and , please see [5] , [6] , and [8] . The approximation in (31) is one that applies locally at location loc, that is, the approximation is accurate only when computing matrix-vector products of the form , where is a compact vector centered at loc. Equations (30) and (31) can be substituted in the expressions for the observer templates (19)-(22), and the local means and variances (23)- (26) . The resulting expressions (32)-(35), crucial to our calculation of and , can be evaluated extremely rapidly. In particular, the vectors , and may be precomputed for a given object and system geometry. The dominant computation is that of which takes one backprojection for a new object if the system geometry remains fixed. In fact, we need only compute at locations, so that even a full backprojection is not needed. The remainder of the calculations for the means and variances take on the order of a 2-D fast Fourier transform (FFT).
For the NPW observer, we obtain (32) and for the HO observer, we obtain (33)
We can also develop similar expressions for the channelized observers in (21) and (22). To do this, we denote the 2-D DFT of the channel matrix by and we use the superscript to denote the Hermitian transpose. Then, for the channelized NPW observer, we obtain (34)
For the channelized Hotelling observer, we obtain
This completes the theory needed to evaluate (10) and (11) for an affine observer. For example, for the NPW observer, in order to compute and , we would first compute the terms in (32) and substitute them into the expressions (15) and (18) , which may in turn be substituted into (10) and (11) . Finally, (10) and (11) are evaluated by 1-D numerical integration.
V. MONTE CARLO VALIDATION OF THEORY EXPRESSIONS
We validate, for the four observers, our theoretical expressions (10) and (11) using Monte Carlo (MC) methods. Our fixed background
[ Fig. 2(a) and (c) ] was a large 64 64 Gaussian lump, scaled to produce 1 M counts over 64 angles. We chose this Gaussian lump in order to get some degree of background variation. The signal, five pixels in the shape of a cross, was placed on one of 25 possible locations. The array of locations constituted a square grid with a six-pixel separation. Fig. 2(b) and (d) shows the signal placed on the background. We simulated an idealized ECT system ignoring degrading factors such as attenuation, randoms, scatter, or depth-dependent blur. Activity was summed along parallel strips and Poisson noise added. Thus, there was no distinction of PET or SPECT in this simple simulation. Noisy MAP reconstructions were done for and signal contrasts of (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7). The value of was chosen to yield signal-present reconstructions that were neither too noisy nor too smooth. Signal contrasts were defined as (amplitude of )/(peak of ). The phrase "peak of " refers to the unique overall peak of the unimodal background. Fig. 3 shows two anecdotal signal-present reconstructions at contrasts 0.2 and 0.6. We used a positivity-constrained regularized ordered-subset convergent MAP algorithm [24] for the reconstruction. There were 500 signal-absent reconstructions that were done. For each contrast, 20 signal-present reconstructions were done at each of the 25 locations. (Pr(loc) was uniform.) Thus, for each of the seven signal contrasts, 500 reconstructions were done. Observer templates for the NPW, HO, CNPW, and CHO observers were computed using (32)-(35). (We note that we used theoretical formulas to compute the observer templates for MC experiments so that both MC and theory computations with (10) and (11) would utilize exactly the same template.) For the channelized observers, we used four square dyadic channels with a starting cutoff frequency of 0.0441 cycles per pixel.
Applications of each observer resulted in a set of 500 values for . In addition, for each observer, 500 values of were obtained at each signal contrast. If a value of corresponded to an incorrect location, it was not counted. In order to plot the LROC curve for a given signal contrast, we determined a set of 200 thresholds from the range of values of and . For each threshold , the probability of correct localization and the false positive rate were determined, and the LROC curve was plotted. Then was obtained by simple trapezoidal integration of the LROC curve, while could be read off the curve. The theoretical values for each signal contrast and observer were computed using the formulas in Sections III and IV. Error bars on the MC estimates of for each observer and each signal contrast were obtained by the following procedure [25] : Using the bootstrap, 1000 resampled sets of 500 values for and were obtained. For each set, the values of were obtained using the MC procedure described earlier. We then determined 95% confidence intervals from histograms of these 1000 values.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have proposed an efficient means to calculate, via theory, LROC figures of merit for the case of a BKE and a variable signal location. We argue that our theory method results, for MAP reconstruction, in a speedup of the order of -relative to methods employing samples of reconstructions. To see this, we first examine the number of reconstructions needed by sample methods. This number comprises training-set reconstructions and test-set reconstructions.
For training set reconstructions, one must calculate enough samples to learn the observer templates. For the NPW and CNPW observers, this involves one noiseless signal-present reconstruction per grid location and one signal absent reconstruction, since the template involves only . That is, the quantity , and needs one reconstruction per grid location, while requires a single reconstruction. Thus, reconstructions are needed for the CNPW and NPW training phase. For the CHO, one must additionally estimate a channel covariance matrix inverse at each location. To obtain a stable estimate of the sample channel covariance matrix, one requires a number of reconstructions 10-100 times the number of channels [8] , [26] . We presume that if one is using a sample method, then this requirement is followed. This typically requires a few hundred signal-absent reconstructions [8] . Thus, of the order of , denoted by , reconstructions are needed for the CHO training phase. For the HO observer, the size of the inverse covariance matrix often [27] precludes learning from samples. Note that in our MC validations, we intentionally bypassed this training phase by analytically computing the observer templates. This assured that the MC and analytical FOM calculations used the same templates and that any MC-theory discrepancies were not affected by template differences.
For the test-set reconstructions, the number of reconstructions is roughly independent of the observers and is given by the number of reconstructions needed to get enough observer responses to obtain an accurate LROC curve. We found that to obtain error bars of the magnitude seen in Fig. 4 , we required 500 signal-present and 500 signal-absent reconstructions. This number is of the order of a few tens per location for the signal present case plus a few hundred for the signal absent case, for a total of . Adding the training and test requirements, we get for the NPW and CNPW observers, a total of reconstructions. For our own case of , this number is or higher. For the CHO, the total is , which in our case would be . For the HO, the computation is intractable.
The theory calculation is dominated by the computation of the term which takes about one backprojection. Since the sample methods (as we have prescribed them) take reconstructions and each iterative reconstruction iterations (one iteration takes approximately one projection plus one backprojection), then the theory method results in a reduction of in effort, relative to sample methods.
One might attempt a fast sample method in lieu of our theory approach where, for example, for the CHO, only reconstructions were used for both the training and test phases. It remains to be seen whether the error in the FOM due to propagating this considerable sample error is of the same magnitude as that of the theory method. Even for the fast sample methods, however, our theory method still offers an speedup. The MC validations for the four observers showed reasonable agreement with theory. The agreement was not perfect, especially for the Hotelling observer. We also note that the agreement would not have been as good if we had chosen a higher value of that yielded overly smooth reconstructions.
We are looking to improve agreement of theory versus MC by reexamining some of the assumptions in our theory. Two crucial assumptions were independence and normality of the local observer responses. We are currently working to extend our theory to include correlation between observer responses so as to handle problems due to local covariance and template widths that are wide with respect to the distance between signal locations. We also note that our theory apparently rested on the space-invariant nature of the imaging system (cf. (30) and (31)). However, we may extend our results to space-variant systems using results from [6] , [8] , and [9] .
While our theory methods are fast, sample methods are more flexible. They are not dependent on independence assumptions and allow precise placement of signals on finely spaced location grids. The fast Fourier based expressions in our theory become less accurate for nonquadratic edge-preserving regularizers, a problem that does not affect sample-based methods.
No attempt was made to see if observer performance correlated with that of humans. This correlation ultimately depends on observer choice. Gifford et al. [17] , [18] have conducted human versus model observer LROC tests (using sample methods) with some of the observers listed here. In [18] , the observer responses were converted to rating data and curve-fitting software [21] was used to obtain . For the task in [18] , it appears that channelized forms of the observer correlated well with human performance. Our work may allow rapid computational prototyping for the types of sample-based testing reported in [17] , or for human LROC testing.
